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How Is Your Firm’s User Page Experience?

+  Page loading performance - How fast does your content appear on a screen?

+  Ease of interaction - How fast does a page react to the user’s input?

+  Visual stability of a page from a user’s perspective - Are any elements moving 
on a loading screen?

Your firm’s user experience on-site can make or break a business deal. Part of a 
solid user experience is ensuring all the design components are aligned, and to 
reinforce the importance of alignment, Google has announced a new ranking 
factor: page experience. 

�e page experience ranking is powered by Google’s core web vitals - a set of 
standardized metrics that helps developers and site owners understand the user 
experience on their website. 

Google defines the 3 pillars of a good page experience based on:

To break down each good page experience, Google provides independent metrics. 
While each metric does not show the whole user experience, the following main 
metrics can help you identify and fix any technical issues across a website like a 
pro! 

https://moz.com/learn/seo/performance-metrics
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How Is Your Firm’s User Page Experience?

As a whole, you should aim for LCP within 2.5 seconds once a page starts loading. 

�e largest contentful paint (LCP) allows you to assess a page’s render time. Your website, 
specifically web pages, must load fast to create an enjoyable user experience as well as to 
rank higher in Google Search. 

�e LCP measures:

1 |  Largest contentful paint - the visual load time on a web page 

�e 3 core web vital metrics firms
need to keep an eye on: 

+   Images

+   Video poster images

+   Background images

+   Block-level text

LCP

Largest Contentful Paint

GOOD

2.5 sec 4.0 sec

NEEDS
IMPROVEMENT POOR

More technical steps to optimize your LCP can be found here »

(Loading)

https://web.dev/optimize-lcp/
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How Is Your Firm’s User Page Experience?

Besides looking into page speed, you’ll need to ensure it’s easy for users to engage with all 
links and buttons on your pages. (Plus, you’ll want your funnel to drive conversions and sales!) 

CLS helps identify any links and buttons shi� once a page loads. It determines how stable all 
content, media files and buttons load onto a screen. 

�e CLS measures: 

2 |  Cumulative layout shi� - the visual stability on a web page 

+   Layout shi�

+   Impact fraction

+   Distance fraction

You should aim for a CLS of 0.1 seconds or less. 

CLS GOOD

0.1 0.25

NEEDS
IMPROVEMENT POOR

Cumulative Layout Shi�

More technical steps to optimize your CLS can be found here »

(Visual Stability)

https://web.dev/optimize-cls/
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How Is Your Firm’s User Page Experience?

�e first input delay (FID) is all about response time. Let us explain a little further: as you build 
out your firm’s website (adding images, videos, content, etc.), you’re asking the browser to 
load more stuff on the screen. Naturally, this may slow down the interactivity level. Luckily, 
this is where FID helps.

�e FID measures: 

3 |  First input delay - the interactivity on a web page

+   Clicks 

+   Key presses

Once a user clicks on, e.g., an image, your FID ideally should be below 100 milliseconds.

FID GOOD

100 ms 300 ms

NEEDS
IMPROVEMENT POOR

First Input Delay

(Interactivity)

More technical steps to optimize your FID can be found here »

https://web.dev/optimize-fid/


Google continuously aims to improve the user experience, taking into 
account hundreds of ranking factors. If you’d like to leave the intricacies 
of web development and optimization in the hands of experts...

...we’re here to help out

https://meetings.hubspot.com/joel-morrison?__hstc=19480807.aba639bc318e2b074ca61fce78cad207.1657929727820.1663700928172.1663702963343.175&__hssc=19480807.4.1663702963343&__hsfp=1644576618
https://www.facebook.com/consultwebs
https://www.linkedin.com/company/consultwebs
https://twitter.com/Consultwebs
https://www.youtube.com/c/consultwebs
https://www.instagram.com/consultwebs

